
R o a d M a p

The DApp will be launched to
allow all investors to stake their
NFTs and begin collecting their
returns via the Audited Smart

contract.

LAUNCH DAPP

+

AUDIT

While collecting properties,
BBB will acquire properties
and deem them as Airbnb

properties. These properties
will be available to BBB NFT
holders for stays throughout

the year.

BBB NFTS

This NFT project will offer holders
the potential for massive future

rewards that could facilitate travel.

BBB

EXECUTIVE

PACKAGE

For more details, you may visit www.brickbybrickcrypto.com

BBB AIRBNB

BBB will sell NFTs that will
give holders the ability to earn
a percentage of all the profit

that BBB receives for the
entire future of the project.
Holders will become part

owners of the project.

Presale will start on Friday March 3
2023. All pre-sale NFTs will be sold

with a discount of 5%. The building will
begin.

PRE-SALE

Br ick  By  Br ick

PROPERTY

COLLECTION

BBB will collect as many
properties as possible. This will

bring in an income through rental
and will be divided between BBB

and all BBB NFT holders. 

SELF-

SUSTAINABLE

PROFITS

As more properties are added to
the BBB portfolio, equity from the

properties will allow BBB to
purchase and rent out more

properties without the need of
new investment.

BBB RENO

POOLS

Reno pools will offer community
members the ability to stake

USDT in the Reno Pool to earn a
6% a month return, while offering

a faster ROI.

BBB services will offer
community members the
ability to fund real world

services. The return will be a
beneficial for community

members.

BBB

SERVICES

THE

FOUNDATION

The Foundation gives users the
ability to build a solid passive income
stream though compound interest.

The more USDT you add, the higher
the interest you make and in turn

the faster you can compound.


